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A Living Dragon
Are there
really living
dragons?
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LIFE SCIENCE

_

_

It is morning on the island of Komodo (k mo do) in the
Indian Ocean. Out of a cave comes a giant animal. It
sticks out a long forked tongue. Inside its red mouth are
rows of teeth. Is this a dream? No! There is such an
animal. It is called the Komodo dragon.
The Komodo dragon is a monitor lizard (mon t r
l z rd), the largest of all known lizards. It can grow as
long as eleven feet and weigh as much as two people. The
Komodo looks for food by smelling with its tongue. This
giant lizard can eat pigs, deer, goats, and monkeys.
For hundreds of years, people have talked about
dragons as make-believe. Then, in 1912, people heard
about the Komodo dragon. They thought it too was
make-believe. But first four Komodo skins and then
photographs were brought back from the island. Then
people knew that the Komodo dragon was real.

QUESTIONS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The monitor lizard is
a.

a small lizard with many rows of teeth.

b.

a make-believe lizard.

c.

the largest known lizard in the world.

The Komodo dragon uses its tongue to
a.

catch snakes.

b.

scare people.

c.

smell food.

People may not have believed the Komodo dragon was real because
a.

they had never seen one themselves.

b.

the dragon was not alive until 1912.

c.

the dragon never came out of its cave.

Which of the following happened first?
a.

People saw photographs of the Komodo.

b.

Komodo skins were brought back from the island.

c.

People knew that the Komodo was real.

According to the story, which of the following statements is true?
a.

All the stories about the Komodo dragon were make-believe.

b.

Sometimes what we think is make-believe turns out to be real.

c.

People who saw the Komodo dragon were dreaming.
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When Bears Turned Green
Read all
about the
zoo bears
that turned
green.
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LIFE SCIENCE

Polar bears are supposed to be white. They live in the cold
northern parts of the world. Their white fur makes them
almost invisible in the snow and ice.
But three bears living in a zoo turned green. That’s
right! The big white bears turned as green as grass.
Scientists wondered why it had happened. They cut away
some of the bears’ fur and looked at it carefully. There
_
were tiny plants called algae (al je) inside the bears’ fur.
Algae are plants that grow mostly in water, and they do not
have true leaves or flowers.
Some kinds of algae can be green, and it was this algae
that changed the color of the bears’ fur. Scientists believe
the algae were living in the small pool used by the bears.
When the bears went for a swim, the algae moved into the
bears’ fur. The algae were not hurting the bears. The bears
were not hurting the algae. In fact, they lived together
happily. But green polar bears were a strange sight!

QUESTIONS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Algae are
a.

a kind of bear.

b.

tiny plants.

c.

plants with flowers.

Algae live
a.

in the water.

b.

in dry places.

c.

only in zoos.

The bears turned green because
a.

they were sick.

b.

they went swimming too often.

c.

there were plants in their fur.

Polar bears can live safely in ice and snow because
a.

their white color makes it hard for hunters to see them.

b.

they can see hunters coming from far away.

c.

people do not hunt where there is ice and snow.

In this story, where were the algae before they got into the bears’ fur?
a.

in the snow

b.

in the flowers

c.

in the pool
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